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Abstract
This paper investigates the semi-online version of scheduling problemP ||Cmax on a three-machine
system.We assume that all jobs have their processing times between p and rp (p> 0, r1).We give a
comprehensive competitive ratio of LS algorithm which is a piecewise function on r1. It shows that
LS is an optimal semi-online algorithm for every r ∈ [1, 1.5], [√3, 2] and [6,+∞).We further present
an optimal algorithm for every r ∈ [2, 2.5], and an almost optimal algorithm for every r ∈ (2.5, 3]
where the largest gap between its competitive ratio and the lower bound of the problem is at most
0.01417. We also present an improved algorithm with smaller competitive ratio than that of LS for
every r ∈ (3, 6).
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1. Introduction
In the parallel identical machine scheduling problem P ||Cmax we are confronted with a
sequenceJ of independent jobs with positive processing times (sizes) p1, p2, . . . , pn, that
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must be non-preemptively scheduled on m parallel and identical machines P1, P2, . . . , Pm.
We identify the jobs with their sizes. The machines are available at time zero. The load
of a machine is the sum of the sizes of the jobs assigned to that machine. The objective is
to minimize the maximum machine load Cmax, called makespan. A scheduling problem is
called online if it requires to schedule jobs irrevocably onmachines as soon as they are given,
without knowing about the jobs that follow later on. If we have complete information about
the job data before constructing a schedule, this problem is called ofﬂine. If the problem is
called semi-online with tightly-grouped processing times, we know in advance that all jobs
have their sizes between p and rp (p> 0, r1). The parameter r is called size ratio. It is
allowed that the jobs with size p or/and rp may not come up in this semi-online problem,
since p and rp are only the lower and upper bounds of job sizes. By normalization, we
assume in this paper that p= 1. In fact, we will see that the knowledge of p is unnecessary
for designing our algorithms. It is clear that the information is useless if r is sufﬁciently
large, hence we are interested in the maximum r, denoted by rmax, for which a semi-online
algorithm can have a better performance than that for the pure online problem. Then the
sequence satisfying r < rmax can be called tightly-grouped.
In a worst-case analysis, the performance of an online or a semi-online algorithm is
measured by its competitive ratio. For a job sequenceJ and an algorithmA, letwA denote
the makespan produced by A, and w∗ the optimal makespan in an ofﬂine version. Then the
competitive ratio of A is deﬁned asRA= supJwA/w∗.An online (semi-online) scheduling
problem has a lower bound c if no online (semi-online) algorithm can have a competitive
ratio of lower than c. An online (semi-online) algorithm is called optimal if its competitive
ratio matches the lower bound of the problem.
For the pure online version of the discussed problem, Graham [10] proposed a simple
greedy algorithm called List Scheduling (LS in short). This algorithm always assigns the
incoming job to the machine with minimum current load. Graham showed that RLS = 2−
1/m. Faigle et al. [8] observed that LS is an optimal online algorithm for m = 2, 3. For
a large number of machines, several algorithms have been proposed which have slightly
smaller competitive ratios than that of LS algorithm [1,2,5,9,19]. The competitive ratio of
an optimal online algorithm is now known to lie in the interval [1.88, 1.9201] [9,17].
Since Liu et al. [16] investigated a semi-online version of P ||Cmax, where a schedule
must be created only knowing that the data of the job sizes are ordinal, many researchers
[4,13,15,18,21] have proposed several semi-online variants on P ||Cmax. Refs. [3,11,12]
considered semi-online problems with the objective of maximizing the minimum machine
load. Refs. [6,7,20] also investigated semi-online problems in case of uniform machines.
Ref. [22] considered a semi-online problem with machine available times.
The semi-online scheduling problemwith tightly-grouped processing timeswas proposed
in [13]. Form=2, it was shown [13] that the optimal semi-online algorithmhas a competitive
ratio of (1+r)/2 for any 1r2 and 32 for any r > 2. It states that a job sequence is tightly-
grouped form=2 iff r < 2. However, the optimal semi-online algorithm is just LS, the same
as that for the pure online problem. Noting that LS is also an optimal algorithm for the pure
online problem if m= 3, it is interesting to know whether it is still optimal for every r1,
although the competitive ratio may become smaller than 53 for small r. It can also be shown
[11] that LS is optimal with competitive ratio of 1 + (m − 1)(r − 1)/m for any m3
and 1rm/(m− 1). In this paper we focus on m= 3. We ﬁrst present a comprehensive
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Fig. 1. Competitive ratios and lower bound for r ∈ [1, 3].
competitive ratio of LS, which is a piecewise function on r and can be formulated as follows:
RLS =
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For r < 3 we thus obtain competitive ratios below the ratio 53 , given by the pure on-line
optimal algorithm. LS algorithm is optimal only for r ∈ [1, 32 ], [
√
3, 2] and [6,+∞). We
further present an optimal algorithm calledALG1with competitive ratio of 32 for r ∈ (2, 52 ],
an almost optimal algorithm calledALG2with competitive ratio of (4r+2)/(2r+3) for r ∈
( 52 , 3], while the lower bound is at least (7r+4+
√
r2 + 8r + 4)/(2r+2+2√r2 + 8r + 4).
The largest gap between them is atmost 0.01417. For r ∈ (3, 6)we also present an improved
algorithm calledALG3with smaller competitive ratio than that of LS. The competitive ratio
is 5/3 − /18, where  = min{(6 − r)/18, 3/103}. All algorithms run in O(n) time. The
problem of ﬁnding optimal algorithms for r ∈ ( 32 ,
√
3) and r ∈ ( 52 , 6) is still open. On the
basis of the above results, we conclude that a job sequence is tightly-grouped for m= 3 iff
r < 6, further the optimal semi-online algorithms strongly depend on the value of r, and LS
is not always optimal.
Fig. 1 illustrates the competitive ratios of LS and the new algorithms, as well as the best
lower bound for 1r3. Note that for 3/2<r
√
3 we use a trivial lower bound 43 . Since
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the gap between the competitive ratios of LS and ALG3 is quite small for 3<r < 6, we do
not show them in Fig. 1.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some preliminary results.
Section 3 investigates the competitive ratio of LS. Section 4 proposes improved algorithms
for the intervals of r, where LS is not optimal.
In the following, we assume that jobs come in the order of p1, p2, . . . , pn. Since it is
allowed that the jobswith sizes p and/or rpmay not occur, we denote bypmin=mini=1,...,npi
the actual smallest job size. Remember thatpmin1 and 1pir , i=1, 2, . . . , n (because
we assume p = 1).
2. Preliminaries
Lemma 2.1. For any job sequence J satisfying |J|6 and r2, we have wLS/w∗
1+ (r − 1)/2.
Proof. For n = 1, 2, 3, it is clear that LS yields an optimal solution. For n = 4, 5, 6, it is
clear that LS assigns the ﬁrst 3 jobs to different machines. Without loss of generality, we
assume that p1p2p3 and pi is assigned to Pi, i = 1, 2, 3 by LS, and pn determines the
makespan of LS, wLS . Since r2, LS does not assign three or more jobs to a machine. It
follows that wLS = pn−3 + pn for every n= 4, 5, 6.
Suppose that there is an optimal schedule such that pn−3 or pn is not a single job assigned
to its machine, for examplepn−3 shares amachine withpj in the optimal schedule. Thenwe
havewLS/w∗(pn−3+pn)/(pn−3+pj )(pn−3+ r)/(pn−3+1)=1+ (r−1)/(pn−3+
1)1+(r−1)/2. If both pn−3 and pn are single jobs assigned to their respective machines
in any optimal schedule, we claim that n=4. In fact, if the third optimal machine processes
at least 3 jobs, then, since 1r2, the schedule improves if we move one of them onto
the machine with one job. Hence the third optimal machine processes exactly 2 jobs, and
n= 4. It follows that both pn−3 (=p1) and pn are greater than every remaining job, since
they are alone in any optimal schedule. This contradicts p1p2p3. We are done. 
The next lemma can be easily veriﬁed by an averaging argument.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be an algorithm that schedules all jobs onmachines without introducing
any idle time between consecutive two jobs, further schedules the last jobpn on the machine
with the minimum current load. If pn determines the makespan of A, we have pn(3/2)
(wA − w∗).
In the following sections of this paper, we denote by Pi both the ith machine and the jobs
assigned to thismachine by a semi-online algorithm, right before the last job comes; by l(Pi)
the current load of machine Pi right before the last job comes; and by s=mini=1,...,m l(Pi)
the minimum current machine load for the time given above. We denote by P ∗i both the ith
optimal machine and the jobs assigned to this machine after assigning all jobs in an optimal
schedule.
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3. The competitive ratio of LS algorithm
This section is devoted to presenting the comprehensive competitive ratio of LS algorithm
with parameter r1. It can be described as in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. LS algorithm has a competitive ratio of
RLS =


1+ 2(r − 1)
3
if 1r 3
2
,
2− 3
r + 3 if
3
2
<r
√
3,
r + 1
2
if √3<r2,
2− 1
r
if 2<r3,
5
3
if 3<r
and it is an optimal semi-online algorithm when 1r 32 ,
√
3r2 and r6.
We show the result part by part. First, we have
Theorem 3.2 (He [11], He and Zhang [13]). If 1r 32 , LS has a competitive ratio of
1+ 2(r − 1)/3, and is optimal.
Theorem 3.3. If r3, LS has a competitive ratio of 53 , and is optimal for r6.
Proof. From Graham’s seminal work [10] we have that wLS/w∗5/3 for any r1. The
sequence with jobs {p1=· · ·=p6=1, p7=3} shows that LS cannot have a competitive ratio
smaller than 53 for any r3. For r6, any semi-online algorithm must have a competitive
ratio of at least 53 , as proved by the sequence {p1=p2=p3=1, p4=p5=p6=3, p7=6},
see [8]. In fact, if an algorithmA does not assign the ﬁrst three jobs to distinct machines, then
no new job comes. We get wA/w∗2. If A assigns the ﬁrst three jobs to distinct machines,
the next three jobs come. These jobs must also be assigned to distinct machines, otherwise
we have wA/w∗7/4. Finally, the last job p7 comes. We get wA/w∗ = 10/6. 
Hencewe are left to consider 3/2r3.We prove the results in the next two subsections.
3.1. The competitive ratio of LS for 3/2<r2
Theorem 3.4. For 3/2<r2, the competitive ratio of LS is
RLS =max
{
r + 1
2
, 2− 3
r + 3
}
=


2− 3
r + 3 if
3
2
<r <
√
3,
r + 1
2
if √3r2
and LS is optimal for every√3r2.
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Because of Lemma2.1,we only need to consider the case |J|> 6.To show theworst-case
behavior of LS algorithm for 3/2<r2 and |J|> 6, consider the following job sequence:
J1 = {1, 1, 2r/3, (r + 3)/3, (r + 3)/3, (6 − r)/3, r}.We have wLS = (4r + 6)/3, w∗ =
(2r+6)/3, and thuswLS/w∗ = (2r+3)/(r+3)=2−3/(r+3). It states that LS algorithm
cannot have a competitive ratio smaller than 2− 3/(r + 3) for 3/2<r <√3. Furthermore,
the job sequenceJ0 = {1, 1, 1, r} can show the optimality of LS for
√
3r2.
Lemma 3.1. Let J be any job sequence with |J|> 6, then we have wLS/w∗
(2r + 3)/(r + 3) for any 3/2<r2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a counterexample J with |J|> 6 such that w∗ =
[(2r + 6)/3]t and wLS > [(4r + 6)/3]t with some t > 0. It is clear according to Lemma
2.2 that pn > rt . From pn/pminr results that pmin> t . We will get a contradiction by the
following technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. pn < [(2r + 3)/3]t .
Proof. If pmin> [(2r + 6)/9]t , from 3pmin> [(2r + 6)/3]t = w∗ we obtain that none of
the optimal machines can process more than two jobs, which contradicts |J|> 6. We thus
get pmin[(2r + 6)/9]t . It implies that pnrpmin[(2r2+ 6r)/9]t < [(2r + 3)/3]t . 
Lemma 3.3. Assume pn ∈ P ∗1 , then |P ∗1 | = 2.
Proof. Since pn + 2pmin>rt + 2t > [(2r + 6)/3]t = w∗, we have |P ∗1 |2. If |P ∗1 | = 1,∑n−1
i=1 pi2w∗ = [(4r + 12)/3]t holds. It implies that s(
∑n−1
i=1 pi)/3[(4r + 12)/9]t .
Combining it with Lemma 3.2, we have wLS = s +pn < [(4r + 12)/9]t + [(2r + 3)/3]t
[(4r + 6)/3]t , which is a contradiction. Hence |P ∗1 | = 2. 
Lemma 3.4. |Pi | = 2 for i = 1, 2, 3, and |J| = 7.
Proof. If there exists an index i ∈ {1, 2, 3} satisfying |Pi |3, l(Pi)3pmin> 3t holds.
Since s(3w∗ − pn)/3< [(2r + 6)/3]t − rt/3 = [(r + 6)/3]t < 3t (due to pn < rt and
r2), LS does not assign pn to Pi . Hence after assigning all jobs by LS, there are two
machines, one with a load of at leastwLS > [(4r+6)/3]t , another with a load of at least 3t .
Since the total size of all jobs is at most 3w∗ = (2r + 6)t , the third machine has a load of at
most (2r + 6)t − [(4r + 6)/3]t − 3t = [(2r + 3)/3]t . Hence s[(2r + 3)/3]t . Combining
it with wLS > [(4r + 6)/3]t , we obtain pn > [(2r + 3)/3]t , which contradicts Lemma 3.2.
Thus we get that |Pi |2 for i = 1, 2, 3. Since |J\{pn}|6, we conclude that |Pi | = 2 for
i = 1, 2, 3, and |J| = 7. 
Nowwe are ready to ﬁnish the proof of Lemma 3.1. Since 4pmin> 4t[(2r+6)/3]t , we
get that |P ∗i |3, i = 1, 2, 3. Combining it with Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we can assume that
P ∗1 = {pn,X}, P ∗2 = {Y,U}, and P ∗3 = {A,B,C}. If there is a machine Pk which processes
two jobs in {A,B,C} before assigning pn in the LS schedule, then its load would be no
greater thanw∗−pmin< [(2r+6)/3]t− t=[(2r+3)/3]t . By assigning pn to this machine
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we obtain wLS[(2r + 3)/3]t + [(2r + 3)/3]t = [(4r + 6)/3]t , a contradiction. Thus jobs
A, B, and C are assigned to different machines in the LS schedule. Consider the machine
which processes X in the LS schedule. By Lemma 3.4, there is one more job on this machine
before assigning pn in the LS schedule. Without loss of generality, assume that this job is
A. Thus X + A + pn > [(4r + 6)/3]t . Combining it with X + pnw∗ = [(2r + 6)/3]t ,
we get A>(2r/3)t , thus B + Cw∗ − A< [(2r + 6)/3]t − (2r/3)t = 2t . It implies that
min{B,C}< t <pmin, a contradiction. 
Finally, we can prove Theorem 3.4 as follows.
Proof. For any sequence J with |J|6, we have wLS/w∗(r + 1)/2; and for any
sequence J with |J|> 6, we have wLS/w∗(2r + 3)/(r + 3). Hence we obtain that
wLS/w
∗ max{(2r + 3)/(r + 3), (r + 1)/2} for any sequence. Noting that (2r + 3)/(r +
3) and (r + 1)/2 are continuous, monotonically increasing regarding r, and (2r + 3)/
(r + 3)(r + 1)/2 iff r√3, we thus get the desired competitive ratio. 
3.2. The competitive ratio of LS for 2<r < 3
To get the worst-case behavior of LS algorithm for 2<r < 3, consider the following job
sequence:J2 = {1, 1, 1/(r − 1), 1/(r − 1), r/(r − 1)}. We have wLS = (2r − 1)/(r − 1),
w∗ = r/(r − 1), and thus wLS/w∗ = (2r − 1)/r .
Theorem 3.5. For any 2<r < 3, we have wLS/w∗(2r − 1)/r.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a sequence J such that w∗ = rt and wLS > (2r − 1)t
with some t > 0. Similarly, we assume that the LS makespan is achieved by pn. It is clear
by Lemma 2.2 that pn > [(3r − 3)/2]t . Similar to Section 3.1, we ﬁrst prove the following
results. 
Lemma 3.5. Assume that pn ∈ P ∗1 . Then |P ∗1 | = 1.
Proof. Otherwise, if there exists X = pn satisfying X ∈ P ∗1 , it follows that Xw∗ −
pn < rt − [(3r − 3)/2]t = [(3 − r)/2]t . Combining it with pn > [(3r − 3)/2]t , we have
pn/X> (3r − 3)/(3− r)> r , a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume that pn is assigned to machine Pi in the LS schedule. Then
|Pi | = 1.
Proof. Recall that Pi denotes the jobs assigned to that machine right before LS assigns
pn. Clearly, |Pi |> 0 holds. By Lemma 3.5, we get ∑n−1i=1 pi2w∗ = 2rt . It implies
s(∑n−1i=1 pi)/32rt/3. If |Pi |> 1, there must be a job, say Y, satisfying Y ∈ Pi and
Ys/2(2rt/3)/2 = rt/3. Then pn/Y > (9r − 9)/2rr , a contradiction. We thus get
|Pi | = 1. 
Lemma 3.7. Denote by Z the job which shares the same machine with pn in LS schedule,
and assume that Z ∈ P ∗2 . Then |P ∗2 |> 1.
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Proof. Suppose that Z is the unique job in P ∗2 . Lemma 3.5 states that pn is the unique job in
P ∗1 .Hence all jobs exceptZ andpn are inP ∗3 , and are assigned to twomachines (notPi) in the
LS schedule. It implies that there exists a machine with current load of at mostw∗/2= rt/2
before LS assigns pn. Scheduling pn to that machine, we havewLSrt/2+ rt(2r−1)t ,
a contradiction. 
Nowwe return to prove Theorem 3.5. SupposeU is another job, except Z in P ∗2 . Then we
haveUw∗−Z=rt−Z. ByZ=wLS−pn > (2r−1)t−pn and [(3r−3)/2]t <pnrt ,
thus we obtain
pn
U
 pn
rt − Z >
pn
rt − ((2r − 1)t − pn) =
pn
t − rt + pn 
rt
t − rt + rt = r .
This is the desired contradiction that concludes the proof.
4. Improved semi-online algorithms for 2<r < 6
In the following, we further denote byw∗k the current optimal makespan for the ﬁrst k jobs
p1, . . . , pk in sequence, and by C1,k = (∑ki=1 pi)/3 a trivial lower bound of w∗k . Denote
by L(Pi) the current load of machine Pi during the procedure of running an algorithm.
Remember that l(Pi) denotes the current load of machine Pi right before assigning pn by
the algorithm, and s =mini=1,...,m l(Pi), as deﬁned in Section 2. Before going to the main
line, we ﬁrst introduce a new procedure ALG(), which assigns jobs to the most loaded
machine as long as its new load does not exceed  times of the current optimal makespan
or its lower bound, where  is the desired competitive ratio. This technique was proved to
be useful when obtaining better algorithms for the pure online problem, when the number
of machines was large [5,14]. Formally the procedure can be described as follows:
Procedure ALG():
1. For k = 1, 2, 3, assign the kth job to machine Pk . Set k = 4.
2. If k7, compute w∗k and set CU = w∗k . If k > 7, compute C1,k and set CU = C1,k .
3. Let I be the set of machines whose current loads are at most CU − pk . If I = ∅, the
algorithm fails.
4. Let Pi0 be the machine with maximum current load in I. Assign job pk to machine Pi0 .
5. k = k + 1. If no more job comes, stop; otherwise go to 2.
Noting that in the above algorithm we only calculate w∗k for k7, the algorithm still
runs in linear time regarding n. We will show (for example, see Lemma 4.1) that it sufﬁces
to replace w∗k by C1,k when k > 7 to get our competitive ratios. In fact, it is impossible to
get the exact value of w∗k for large k in polynomial time, unless P =NP , since the ofﬂine
problem P3||Cmax is NP-hard.
4.1. An optimal semi-online algorithm ALG1 for 2<r5/2
This subsection presents an algorithmALG1 and shows that it is optimal for 2<r5/2.
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Algorithm ALG1: Set = 3/2, and run ALG().
Theorem 4.1. For 2<r5/2, ALG1 has a competitive ratio of 32 , and it is optimal.
Proof. It is trivial that for any r > 2, the job sequence {1, 1, 1, 2} shows that the lower
bound of the problem is 32 . To show thatALG1 is
3
2 -competitive, we only need to show that
ALG1 can schedule all jobs. Suppose that there exists a job sequenceJ such that ALG1
fails (the algorithm stops at Step 3). Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that
ALG1 cannot schedule the last job pn. We ﬁrst show some properties onJ.
Lemma 4.1. |J|7.
Proof. Denote T =∑ni=1 pi . Then the current value of CU is at least 3/2 · T/3 = T/2
right before assigning pn by ALG1. Hence we get s + pn >T/2. It is trivial that 3s +
pnT . From these inequalities it follows that pn >T/4 and s <T/4. r5/2 implies
pminpn/r >T/10.Without loss of generality,we assume that l(P3)=s.Then s+pn >T/2
implies l(P1) + l(P2)<T/2. It follows that machines P1, P2 process at most four jobs
altogether, before assigning pn. l(P3)= s <T/4 and pmin>T/10 imply that P3 processes
at most two jobs, before assigning pn. Hence we conclude that |J|7. 
From Lemma 4.1 we know that the current value of CU equals (3/2)w∗, when ALG1
assigns pn.
Lemma 4.2. pn is a single job on its optimal machine, w∗< 3, and |J|5.
Proof. Let w be the makespan which is yielded by assigning the ﬁrst n− 1 jobs by ALG1
and assigning pn by LS. Then w= s +pn >CU = (3/2)w∗, since ALG1 cannot schedule
pn. Hence, according to Lemma 2.2, we get pn(3/2)(w − w∗)> (3/4)w∗. Because
pnr5/2, we get w∗10/3. Thus w∗ − pn <w∗ − (3/4)w∗< 1. It follows that pn is
a single job on its optimal machine. Hence we have s 13
∑n−1
i=1 pi(2/3)w∗. Combining
it with s + pn > (3/2)w∗, we get pn > (5/6)w∗. It follows that w∗< 3 due to pn5/2.
From w∗< 3, and the fact that the size of each job is at least 1, we get that every optimal
machine processes at most two jobs. As pn is alone in the optimum, it follows that |J|5.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.2, we assume that P ∗3 = {pn}.
If |J|3,ALG1 yields an optimal solution. If |J|=4, there exists an optimal machine,
say P ∗1 , which processes at least two jobs. Hence there exists a job, say X, which is assigned
to P ∗1 and satisﬁesXw∗/2.X = pn, since pn is in P ∗3 . Therefore we have sXw∗/2.
It follows that w = s + pnw∗/2+ w∗ = (3/2)w∗, a contradiction.
Finally, if |J|=5, there are two optimal machines, each of which processes two jobs, and
the third one processes p5. Denote P ∗1 = {X, Y } and P ∗2 = {U,V } with YX and V U .
Then Yw∗/2 and V w∗/2. Sincew∗42 holds trivially andw∗< 3, the current value of
CU satisﬁes CU = (3/2)w∗4 >w∗ when assigning the fourth job. We next show sw∗/2.
In fact, if the fourth job is X (orU), then there are at least two jobs among the ﬁrst three jobs,
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each with a size of at mostw∗/2. Hence, right afterALG1 assigns the fourth job, there still
exists a machine with current load of at most w∗/2. If the fourth job is Y (or V), then this
job can be assigned to the machine which has processed X (or U), before assigning Y (or
V), because of the ALG1 rule, and because CU >w∗X + Y (or CU >w∗U + V ). It
implies that there also exists a machine which only processes V (orY), and thus the current
load is at most w∗/2. Hence we always have sw∗/2. It follows that p5 + s(3/2)w∗,
again a contradiction. Therefore the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
4.2. An improved semi-online algorithm ALG2 for 5/2<r3
This subsection introduces an algorithm ALG2 with competitive ratio of RALG2(r) =
(4r+2)/(2r+3) for 5/2<r3, while the lower bound of the problem is at leastLB(r)=
(7r + 4+√r2 + 8r + 4)/(2r + 2+ 2√r2 + 8r + 4).
We ﬁrst show the lower bound. Consider the job sequence J3 = {1, 1, 1, X,X,X, r},
where 1Xr . It is obvious that if (2X + 1)/(X + 1)(X + 1 + r)/(2X + 1), then
any semi-online algorithm has a competitive ratio of at least (X + 1+ r)/(2X + 1). Take
X=(r−2+√r2 + 8r + 4)/6, then (X+1+r)/(2X+1)=(7r+4+√r2 + 8r + 4)/(2r+2+
2
√
r2 + 8r + 4). Denote it byLB(r). Hence, for any 5/2r3, any semi-online algorithm
has a competitive ratio of at least LB(r).
Algorithm ALG2: Set = (4r + 2)/(2r + 3), and run ALG().
Remark 4.1. Note that the functions RALG2(r) and LB(r) are monotonically increasing
regarding r,RALG2(2.5)=1.5 andRALG2(3)=14/9 ≈ 1.5555,LB(2.5)=1.5 andLB(3) ≈
1.5414. Furthermore min{RLS(r)−RALG2(r)| 2.5r3}= 1/10, and max{RALG2(r)−
LB(r)| 2.5r3} ≈ 0.01417, hence ALG2 is much better than LS and almost optimal
for any 2.5<r3.
To show that ALG2 cannot be better than (4r + 2)/(2r + 3)-competitive, it sufﬁces to
consider the job sequenceJ4={1, 1, 1+ , 1+ , 1+ 2, 1+ 2, r}, where = (2r − 5)/8
and 2.5<r3. For this job sequence, we get thatP1=P2={1, 1+2}, P3={1+, 1+, r},
P ∗1 = P ∗2 = {1, 1 + , 1 + 2}, P ∗3 = {r}. Hence wALG3/w∗ = (4r + 2)/(2r + 3). By an
easy calculation with J4, we can conclude that lowering the value of  does not help us
improve the worst-case performance for 2.5<r3.
To obtain the desired competitive ratio, we prove that ALG2 schedules all jobs. We
do it again by contradiction. Hence we suppose that there exists a job sequence J such
that ALG2 cannot schedule the last job pn. Let w be the makespan which is yielded by
assigning the ﬁrst n − 1 jobs by ALG2 and assigning pn by LS. Then w = s + pn. Since
ALG2 cannot schedule pn, w> [(4r + 2)/(2r + 3)]w∗(3/2)w∗. From Lemma 2.2, we
get pn > (3/4)w∗. Combining it with pnr3, we obtain w∗< 4.
w∗< 4 implies that everyoptimalmachineprocesses atmost three jobs.Bypn > (3/4)w∗,
we get pn + 1>w∗. Hence pn is a single job on its machine in the optimum. Therefore
|J|7 and
s 1
3
n−1∑
i=1
pi
2
3
w∗. (1)
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Lemma 4.3. If |J|5, ALG2 schedules all jobs.
Proof. The proof for the case |J|4 is similar to that in Theorem 4.1. Thus we suppose
that |J| = 5. Consider the assignment of job p5 in the ALG2 schedule. According to the
algorithm rule, there are two machines processing one job, and one machine processing two
jobs at that time. Without loss of generality, suppose that X,U, V, Y are the ﬁrst four jobs,
X andU are assigned to the ﬁrst and second machines respectively, while V, Y are assigned
to the third machine in the ALG2 schedule, and Y is the fourth job.
First we estimate the sizes of these four jobs. We claim that X>w∗/2 and U >w∗/2.
Otherwise, we can assign p5 to the machine processing X or U with a size no greater than
w∗/2, and thus w3w∗/2, a contradiction. Hence X>w∗/2 and U >w∗/2. If V (or Y) is
also more than w∗/2, considering that p5 is a single job on its optimal machine, we cannot
schedule jobsX,U , andV (orY) with sizes of greater thanw∗/2 into two optimal machines,
a contradiction. Thus we get that V w∗/2 and Yw∗/2.
Next we consider the optimal schedule. If there exists an optimal machine processing
three jobs, as w∗/2+ 2>w∗ (due to w∗< 4), then every job on this machine has a size of
at mostw∗/2. Thus three of the jobsX,U, V, Y are less thanw∗/2, contradicting the above
estimation. Thus we can conclude that Y shares an optimal machine with X or U. Without
loss of generality, we suppose thatY shares an optimal machine with X. Then X+ Y <w∗.
It is obvious that w∗4V + Y and w∗4X. It follows that
w∗4
V + Y
2
+ X
2
. (2)
Because ALG2 does not assign Y to the machines which process X or U, and X,UV ,
hence, according to the algorithm rule, we get
4r + 2
2r + 3 w
∗
4 <X + Y . (3)
Combining (2) and (3), we get X + Y > (r + 1/2)V . Substituting it into X + Y <w∗, we
get w∗>(r + 1/2)V r + 1/2. Then from this inequality and (1), we have
w
w∗
= s + p5
w∗

2
3w
∗ + r
w∗
<
2
3
+ r
r + 12
= 10r + 2
6r + 3 
4r + 2
2r + 3 ,
where the last inequality is due to r5/2. This contradiction ﬁnishes the proof of
Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.4. If |J| = 6 or |J| = 7, ALG2 schedules all jobs.
Proof. Assume that ALG2 assigns job pn−1 to machine Pj . We ﬁrst show that Pj is the
least loaded machine right before assigning pn−1, and next two inequalities
l(Pj )1+ pn−1, (4)
w∗n−11+ pn−1. (5)
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Two cases are considered as follows:
Case 1: |J| = n= 6. Without loss of generality, suppose P ∗3 = {p6}. As we have shown
that every optimal machine processes at most three jobs, we assume that P ∗1 processes threejobs, P ∗2 processes two jobs. Denote P ∗1 ={A,B,C} and P ∗2 ={D,E}, whereDE. Since
w∗< 4 and every job has a size of at least 1, we get that A,B and C have a size of at most
w∗ − 2<w∗/2. Dw∗/2 holds trivially.
Consider the assignment of ALG2 right before assigning p6. If there is a machine with
current load of at most w∗/2, we get sw∗/2 and thus ww∗/2+ p6(3/2)w∗, a con-
tradiction. We can also assume that E>w∗/2 (if not, all jobs except pn have a size of
at most w∗/2; in this case there must exist a machine with a load of at most w∗/2 at
that time). From above, we conclude that there exists a machine processing only a sin-
gle job E, and other two machines process two jobs at that time. Then E = p5, because
ALG2 assigns the ﬁrst three jobs to distinct machines, i.e. p5 is one job in {A,B,C,D}
and hence p5w∗/2. From E = p5, we know that the machine processing p5 also pro-
cesses another job. Hence we obtain l(Pj )1 + p5, because every job has a size of at
least 1.
Consider the time right before assigning p5. It is clear that Pj processes only one job
(not E) and thus has a current load of less than w∗/2< 2. Moreover, one of other ma-
chines processes job E, and the third machine processes two other jobs. By comparing
the current machine loads, we can easily conclude that machine Pj is the least loaded
machine.
To show (5), we consider an optimal schedule for the job sequence {A,B,C,D,E}. If
p5 is alone on its optimal machine, so is E, since E>w∗/2p5. On the other hand, since
any two jobs have a total size of at least 2>w∗/2p5, we ﬁnd that the remaining three jobs
except E and p5 do not share a machine. A contradiction. Hence p5 must share a machine
with another job. It follows that w∗51+ p5.
Case 2: |J| = n= 7. Similarly suppose P ∗3 = {p7}. Then each of P ∗1 and P ∗2 contains 3jobs, and thus w∗3. As w∗< 4, we obtain pi < 2, i = 1, . . . , 6.
Consider the assignment of ALG2 right before assigning p7. Remember that the ﬁrst
three jobs are assigned to distinct machines. If there is a machine processing at least three
jobs, there is another machine processing only one job, denoted by X. It follows that sX.
It is clear that Xw∗ − 2, since it shares an optimal machine with other two jobs. We thus
obtain
w = s + p7X + rw∗ − 2+ 3w∗ + 1< 32 w∗,
where the last inequality holds because of w∗3, a contradiction. Therefore we conclude
that every machine processes exactly two jobs right before assigning p7 in the ALG2
schedule. It follows that l(Pj )1+ p6.
Next consider the assignment of p6 in the ALG2 schedule. Set L=min{L(Pi) : i = j},
then L2, since the other two machines (except Pj ) have processed two jobs at that time.
But there is only one job assigned to Pj before assigning p6, and pi < 2, i=1, . . . , 5, hence
L(Pj )< 2. It means that L(Pj )<L, i.e. p6 is assigned to the least loaded machine.
We prove (5) as follows. Since any two jobs have a total size of at least 2>p6, p6 must
share amachinewith another job in anoptimal schedule for the job sequence {p1, p2, . . . , p6}.
It follows that w∗61+ p6.
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Now we return to prove the lemma. Because pn−1 is not assigned to P2 or P3, we know
from the ALG2 rule that
4r + 2
2r + 3 w
∗
n−1<L+ pn−1, (6)
where L=min{L(Pi) : i = j}. Substituting (5) into (6), we obtain
L>
2r − 1
2r + 3 pn−1 +
4r + 2
2r + 3 . (7)
Let pn−1 = (2r − 1)/4+ x for some (possibly negative) real number x. Substituting it into
(4) and (7) respectively, we obtain
l(Pj )1+ pn−1 = 2r + 34 + x (8)
and
L>
2r − 1
2r + 3
(
2r − 1
4
+ x
)
+ 4r + 2
2r + 3 =
2r + 3
4
+ 2r − 1
2r + 3 x. (9)
We distinguish two cases as follows to get a ﬁnal contradiction.
Case 1: x0. By (8) and (9), we get∑n−1i=1 pi2L+ l(Pj )> 3(2r+3)/4= (6r+9)/4.
Since P ∗3 = {pn}, we have w∗(
∑n−1
i=1 pi)/2>(6r + 9)/8. From this inequality and (1),
we get the following contradiction:
w
w∗
= s + pn
w∗

2
3w
∗ + r
w∗
= 2
3
+ r
w∗
<
2
3
+ r6r+9
8
= 2
3
+ 8r
6r + 9 =
4r + 2
2r + 3 . (10)
Case2:x < 0.Thenby (8) and (9),wehavew∗n−1 13
∑3
i=1 l(Pi) 13 ((2r+3)/4+x+2L),
and thus
4r + 2
2r + 3 w
∗
n−1
4r + 2
2r + 3
1
3
(
2r + 3
4
+ x + 2L
)
= 2r + 1
6
+ 4r + 2
6r + 9 x +
8r + 4
6r + 9 L. (11)
Combining (6), (11) and pn−1 = (2r − 1)/4+ x, we get
L<
2r + 3
4
+ 2r + 7
2r − 5 x <
2r + 3
4
+ 2r − 1
2r + 3 x,
where the last inequality holds, because (2r + 7)/(2r − 5)> (2r − 1)/(2r + 3) and x < 0.
This contradicts (9). The proof is complete. 
Combining Lemmas 4.3–4.4, we have
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Theorem 4.2. The competitive ratio of algorithmALG2 is (4r+2)/(2r+3) for5/2<r3.
4.3. An improved semi-online algorithm ALG3 for 3<r < 6
In this subsection, we present an algorithm calledALG3, which has a smaller competitive
ratio than that of LS for every 3<r < 6. For this purpose, we will show that it is crucial to
schedule the ﬁrst 10 jobs (see Lemma 4.5(3)), while the later jobs can be scheduled simply
by the LS rule. ALG3 assigns the ﬁrst 10 jobs in the following way: schedule the ﬁrst
two jobs to distinct machines, and let the third machine be empty. Then always schedule a
newly-incoming job to one of the machines, as long as its new load is greater than a given
lower bound, and less than a given upper bound, which guarantees the desired competitive
ratio. If this arrangement is impossible (the job is very large), then schedule the job by the LS
rule. For any 3<r < 6, deﬁne =min{(6− r)/18, 3/103}> 0 and = 5/3− /18< 5/3.
We will prove that the competitive ratio of ALG3 is no greater than .
Algorithm ALG3:
1. For k = 1, 2, assign the kth job to machine Pk . Set k = 3.
2. Let C1 be the maximum current machine load plus , and C2 = (5/3− )w∗k .
3. Let I be the set of machines whose current loads are in the interval (C1 − pk, C2 − pk).
4. If I = ∅, deﬁne i = arg min{L(Pj ), j ∈ I }, and assign pk to machine Pi .
5. If I = ∅, let Pi be the machine with minimum current load, and assign pk to machine
Pi .
6. Let k = k + 1. If no new job comes, stop; otherwise, if k10, go to 2.
7. Schedule the newly incoming jobs according to the LS rule, and end.
Theorem 4.3. For any 3<r < 6, the competitive ratio ofALG3 is at most=5/3−/18,
where =min{(6− r)/18, 3/103}> 0.
Proof. We prove the result again by contradiction. Without loss of generality we assume
that the ALG3 makespan is determined by job pn. Note that if pn is assigned by Step 4,
wALG3/w∗5/3 − < holds obviously. Hence we suppose in the following that pn is
assigned by the LS rule, i.e. by Step 5 or Step 7.
Lemma 4.5. If oneof the following conditions holds,wehavewALG3/w∗: (1)w∗(r+
6)/2; (2) pnw∗ − ; (3) n11; (4) s(2w∗ − )/3.
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, we have
wALG3
w∗
1+ 2pn
3w∗
. (12)
Substituting w∗(r + 6)/2 into (12), we get
wALG3
w∗
1+ 4r
3(r + 6).
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Thus, in the remainder of this proof we assumew∗<(r+6)/2< 6. If pnw∗ −, by (12)
and w∗< 6 we get
wALG3
w∗
1+ 2(w
∗ − )
3w∗
= 5
3
− 2
3w∗
<
5
3
− 
9
<.
Therefore we assume in the following that pn >w∗ − >w∗ − 1. This implies that pn is
alone on its optimal machine, and thus the total size of all remaining jobs is at most 2w∗. If
n11, there is a machine processing at least four jobs right before ALG3 assigns pn, and
thus its load is at least 4. It follows that s(2w∗ − 4)/2= w∗ − 2. Thus
wALG3
w∗
= s + pn
w∗
w
∗ − 2+ pn
w∗
1+ pn − 2
pn
1+ r − 2
r
.
Similarly, if s(2w∗ − )/3, we then have
wALG3
w∗
= s + pn
w∗

2w∗−
3 + w∗
w∗
= 5
3
− 
3w∗
<
5
3
− 
18
= . 
Remark 4.2. FromLemma4.5, in the followingwe assume thatn10,w∗<(r+6)/2< 6,
pn >w
∗−, andpn is alone on its optimalmachine. It follows that s(2/3)w∗< 4. Further,
s > (2w∗ − )/3>(1/2)w∗. n10 states that Step 7 does not occur.
Remark 4.3. (1) If there is a machine Pi with l(Pi)s + , considering the total size of
all jobs except pn is no more than 2w∗, we obtain that 2w∗∑3i=1 l(Pi)3s + , i.e.,
s(2w∗ − )/3, contradicting Remark 4.2. Hence we have s l(Pi)s + , i = 1, 2, 3.
(2) By Remark 4.2, the optimal machine processing pn has a load of greater thanw∗ −. If
there exists another machine P ∗i with a load of l(P ∗i )w∗ − , the total size of jobs except
pn is at most 2w∗ − . Hence we also get s(2w∗ − )/3, a contradiction, too. Hence we
have l(P ∗i ) >w∗ − , i = 1, 2, 3.
Now consider the assignment of jobs p1, . . . , pn−1 in the ALG3 schedule. Since
s > (1/2)w∗, as shown in Remark 4.2, no machine is empty right before ALG3 assigns
pn. Let Xi, i = 1, 2, 3, be the last job on its machine right before ALG3 assigns pn,
respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that these three jobs come in order of
X1, X2, X3. Denote byP(Xi) themachine processingXi in theALG3 schedule, i=1, 2, 3.
We claim thatX2 andX3 are assigned by the LS rule in theALG3 schedule. In fact, when
ALG3 assigns X2, C1 l(P (X1)) +  holds, since X1 comes before X2 and X3. On the
other hand, as in Remark 4.3(1), we have l(P (X2))s +  and l(P (X1))s. Hence we
have l(P (X2))s +  l(P (X1))+ C1, which means that the current load of P(X2)
is no greater than C1 −X2 right before assigning X2. It implies that X2 is assigned by the
LS rule (i.e. Step 5) instead of Step 4. The same argument can show thatX3 is also assigned
by the LS rule.
Lemma 4.6. There is exactly one more job assigned to P(X3), and one more job to P(X2),
right before ALG3 assigns pn. Denote these jobs by Z and U, respectively. Furthermore,
the following inequalities hold: (a) 2s/3−5X3s−1+ andZs/3+6; (b)UZ
and 2s/3− 6X2s − 1+ ; (c) UZ − 2.
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Proof. Consider the assignment of X3. Remark 4.3(1) states that every machine load is at
least s right afterALG3 assignsX3, thus the current optimalmakespanw∗ks. Hencewe get
thatC2= (5/3−)w∗k(5/3−)s at the moment of running Step 2 for the iteration ofX3.
s < 4 implies C2>(5/3)s− 4. On the other hand, from Remark 4.3(1) again, no machine
has a current load more than s+. Since machines P(X1) and P(X2) have current loads of
at least s, assigningX3 to one of them makes new load be at least s+ 1>(s+ )+ >C1.
If X3(5/3)s − 4− (s + )= 2s/3− 5, then assigning X3 to any machine makes the
new load be less than C2. Hence I = ∅, and thus X3 would be assigned by Step 4 in the
ALG3 schedule, a contradiction. It follows that X32s/3− 5.
SupposeX3>s−1+. Then it is a single job on P(X3) (otherwise the load of machine
P(X3)would be greater than (s−1+)+1=s+, contradicting Remark 4.3(1)). Further,
we claim that X2 is also a single job on P(X2). Otherwise, X2 could be processed at time
zero on machine P(X3), since we have shown that X2 is assigned by the LS rule, and
P(X3) does not process any job at that time. Since X2 and X3 are alone on their respective
machines, and X1 comes earlier than them, we get that X1 is assigned by Step 1 and is
also alone. Thus we can claim that X1, X2 and X3 all have a size of at least s. On the other
hand, because pn is a single job on its optimal machine, we conclude that jobs X1, X2,
andX3 must be assigned to two optimal machines, thusw∗2s, contradicting Remark 4.2.
Therefore we have X3s − 1+ .
Since X3<s − 1+  and l(P (X3))s, there is at least one more job other than X3 on
P(X3). Further, since X3> 2s/3 − 5 and l(P (X3))s + , the total size of other jobs
assigned to P(X3) is at most s + −X3<s/3+ 64/3+ 6< 2 (due to < 1/9) right
before assigning pn, thus exactly one more job Z satisfying Zs/3+6 is assigned to this
machine.
To prove the existence of U and inequality (b), suppose that X2 is a single job on the
machineP(X2) before assigningpn. Two cases are considered as follows: (i) IfX2 precedes
job Z in the job sequence, consider the iteration of assigning Z in the ALG3 schedule. The
current optimal makespan w∗kX2s. Hence, by the same argument as above, we get
C2(5/3)s − 4. Since J has at least 4 jobs except pn, which must be assigned to two
optimalmachines, we getw∗2 and thus s > (2w∗−)/3(4−)/3 according to Remark
4.2. It follows that
max{l(P (X1)), l(P (X2))} + Z(s + )+ s3 + 6=
4
3
s + 7 5
3
s − 4C2,
(13)
where the ﬁrst inequality is from Remark 4.3(1), and the second inequality is due to
s > (4− )/3 and < 1/25. At the same time, since Z1> 2 and Remark 4.3(1) again,
we have
max{l(P (X1)), l(P (X2))} + Zs + 2
 max{l(P (X1)), l(P (X2)), l(P (X3))} + C1. (14)
Combining (13) and (14), we know that Z should be assigned to machine P(X2) or P(X1),
contradicting the fact that it is on P(X3). (ii) If Z precedes jobX2 in the job sequence, then,
by a similar argument, we can get that C1<L(P (X3)) + X2 = Z + X2<C2 must hold
when assigning X2, which implies that X2 can also be assigned by Step 4 instead of the LS
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rule, a contradiction, too. Thus we conclude that P(X2)must process other jobs. It follows
that X2s − 1+ .
Furthermore, since X2 is assigned by the LS rule, Z has been assigned before X2 (oth-
erwise, X2 could be assigned to P(X3) since this machine is empty when assigning X2).
Note that Zs/3 + 6< 2, which means that the size of Z is smaller than the total size
of any two jobs. Since there is only one job Z on P(X3) right before assigning X2, and
X2 is assigned by the LS rule, we conclude that there is only one more job on P(X2). Let
us denote it by U. Since again X2 precedes X3, and X2 is assigned by the LS rule, we get
UZ. As in Remark 4.3(1), we have sX2 + Us +  and sX3 + Zs + . From
these inequalities we get X2X3 −  and thus X22s/3− 6.
Nowwe only have to prove inequality (c).We consider the assignment ofX2 in theALG3
schedule. Suppose on the contrary that U <Z − 2. Then, from Remark 4.3(1), we have
Z +X2>(U + 2)+X2 = l(P (X2))+ 2s + 2C1, (15)
whenALG3 runsStep 4 for the iteration ofX2.On the other hand,we can verifyZ+X2<C2
as follows: when assigning X2 by ALG3, we have w∗k 13
∑k
i=1 pi(2s + 1)/3, where
pk =X2. Thus
C2 =
(
5
3
− 
)
w∗k
(
5
3
− 
)(
2s + 1
3
)
= 10
9
s + 5
9
−
(
2s + 1
3
)
 (16)
and
Z +X2 s3 + 6+ s − 1+ =
4
3
s − 1+ 7. (17)
Combining (16) and (17), we have
C2 − (Z +X2) 149 −
2
9
s −
(
2
3
s + 22
3
)
>
6
9
− 10> 0 (18)
because s < 4 and < 1/15. (15) and (18) imply that I = ∅, and thusX2 would be assigned
by Step 4 instead of the LS rule, a contradiction. 
Now we return to the main line of the proof of Theorem 4.3. Since J has at least 5
jobsX1, X2, X3, U,Z except pn, which must be assigned to two optimal machines, we get
w∗3. We next consider the assignment of X2, X3, U,Z in the optimal schedule. Recall
that pn is a single job on its optimal machine; three cases may occur as follows.
Case 1: X2 and X3 are assigned to the same optimal machine. We have
X2 +X3 43 s − 11> 43
(
2w∗ − 
3
)
− 11> 8
9
w∗ − 103
9
>w∗ − 1,
where the ﬁrst inequality is from Lemma 4.6(a) and (b), the second one from Remark
4.2, whereas the last one is due to w∗< 6 and 3/103. It follows that there is no other
job assigned to this optimal machine. Hence the optimal machine processing X2 and X3
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has a load of
X2 +X32(s − 1+ ) 43w
∗ − 2+ 2<w∗ − ,
where the ﬁrst inequality is from Lemma 4.6(a) and (b), the second one from Remark
4.2, whereas the last one is due to w∗<(r + 6)/2 and (6 − r)/18, contradicting
Remark 4.3(2).
Case 2: X2 and X3 are assigned to two different optimal machines, and both U and
Z are assigned to one of these two machines. Without loss of generality, we assume that
X2, U,Z ∈ P ∗1 and X3 ∈ P ∗2 . Then
X2 + U + Z = l(P (X2))+ Zs + Z> 2w
∗ − 
3
+ 1,
where the ﬁrst equality is from Lemma 4.6, the ﬁrst inequality fromRemark 4.3(1), whereas
the last one is due to Remark 4.2. Thus no other job can belong to P ∗1 because of ((2w∗ −
)/3 + 1) + 1>w∗ (by w∗<(r + 6)/2 and <(6 − r)/6). On the other hand, similarly
to Case 1, we have
l(P ∗1 )=X2 + U + Z = l(P (X2))+ Z(s + )+
( s
3
+ 6
)
= 4
3
s + 7 8
9
w∗ + 7<w∗ − ,
where the ﬁrst inequality is from Remark 4.3(1) and Lemma 4.6(a), the second one from
Remark 4.2, whereas the last one is due to < 1/24 and w∗3, a contradiction again.
Case 3: X2, X3 are assigned to two different optimal machines, and so are U,Z. That is
to say, one of X2, X3 is assigned to P ∗1 , the other is to P ∗2 , and one of U,Z is assigned to
P ∗1 , the other to P ∗2 . Two subcases are considered as follows to estimate the loads of P ∗1
and P ∗2 :
(i) X2 andU are assigned to the same optimal machine, say P ∗1 , andX3 and Z are assigned
to P ∗2 . Since {X2, U} ∈ P(X2) and {X3, Z} ∈ P(X3), we have sX2+Us+ and
sX3 + Zs + .
(ii) X2 andZ are assigned toP ∗1 , andX3 andU are assigned toP ∗2 .Then fromZ−2UZ
as given in Lemma 4.6(b) and (c), sX2 + Us +  and sX3 + Zs + , we
conclude that sX2 + Zs + 3 ands − 2X3 + Us + .
From the above estimation, we can conclude that the contributions of jobs X2, X3, U,Z
to loads l(P ∗1 ), l(P ∗2 ) lie in the interval [s − 2, s + 3]. As Remark 4.3(2) states that
w∗ −  l(P ∗i )w∗, we get that the total size of remaining jobs assigned to any of P ∗1 and
P ∗2 is no greater than
w∗ − (s − 2)<w∗ − 2w
∗ − 
3
+ 2= w
∗
3
+ 7
3
< 2
due to (6− r)/14, and more than
w∗ − − (s + 3)w∗ − 4− 2
3
w∗ = w
∗
3
− 4.
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Thus there is exactly onemore job, denoted byA, assigned toP ∗1 , and onemore job, denoted
by B, to P ∗2 . Thus we conclude thatJ= {A,B,U,Z,X2, X3, pn}, and the sizes of A and
B are in (w∗/3− 4, w∗/3+ (7/3)).
Now we can conclude that the ﬁrst four jobs inJ are A, B, U and Z (possibly not in this
order), andA andB are greater thanU andZ, sincew∗/3−4>s/3+6 (due to s(2/3)w∗,
w∗3, and < 1/30). In theALG3 scheduleA andB are assigned to the samemachine, i.e.
to the machine P(X1), and one of these jobs is X1. Without loss of generality, we assume
that B =X1. To get the ﬁnal contradiction, we consider the assignment ofX1 in the ALG3
schedule. At this time every machine has processed one job, the greatest current load is A.
Recall that B = X1 is assigned after A, and X1 is assigned before X2 and X3. Because of
< 3/22, we have
min{U,Z} +X11+
(
w∗
3
− 4
)
>
(
w∗
3
+ 7
3

)
+ A+ = C1.
It implies that every machine would have a new load greater than C1 if X1 is assigned to
this machine. If I = ∅, from the fact that A is greater than U and Z, I must contain the
machine processing min{U,Z}, and thusX1 is assigned to this machine, a contradiction. If
I =∅, for the same reason X1 must also be assigned to the machine processing min{U,Z}
(due to the ALG3 rule), a contradiction again. The proof is complete. 
We conjecture that by dividing the interval 3<r < 6 into several subintervals, a better
algorithm for each subinterval could be constructed using the ideas in ALG() and ALG3.
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